Acoustical Cloud Panel Systems

SonoLite™ Cloud

Auralex's SonoLite panels are fabric-wrapped Studiofoam® acoustical absorption panels that provide excellent broadband frequency control. Includes easy to install mounting hardware.

- Available in 2 Size Configurations; 2’ x 4’ & 4’ x 6’
- Clean, Frameless Design
- Cost Effective Solution for Home Mix Cloud

Available Colors:

- SonoLite™ Black
- SonoLite™ Tan

ProPanel™ ProCloud™

For any professional recording studio, the Auralex ProPanel ProCloud is the most effective among all fiberglass mixing clouds with a simple frameless and modular design.

- Available in 3 Size Configurations; 4’ x 4’, 4’ x 6’ & 4’ x 8’
- Clean, Frameless Design
- Constructed from B224 ProPanel Clouds

Standard Fabrics:

- Sandstone
- Obsidian

NOTE: Mounting Hardware available separately for Premium and Custom Fabric Options

Due to the variances among different computer monitors and printers, Auralex cannot guarantee that the colors represented in this document will exactly match the colors of the products shipped. Therefore, color examples shown are for reference only. Some color variation may occur between dye lots. Color fading may occur with UV exposure over time, particularly with lighter colors.
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